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Scenario

An automobile manufacturer intends to launch a new line 

of cars in Germany and would like to incorporate parking 

assist technologies into these cars.



Scenario

Your task is to determine:

whether patent applications have been filed for 

parking assist technologies in Germany

what the current status of these patent applications is



Task breakdown

Access Espacenet

Retrieve patent documents based on

classification

Examine a specific patent document

Review legal status information
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EPO Homepage



Espacenet Portal



Espacenet search page
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Espacenet search page



Classification search



Classification search: Results



Classification search: Results



Classification search: Results



Classification search: Results

/low: includes all "children" classifications

/exact: includes only the specified classification symbol



Classification search: Results



Search: Results



Scenario

The manufacturer has seen Volkswagen cars that have 

a system of particular interest and asks for a list of all 

these patents for information.



Classification search: Results



Search: Results



Advanced search interface



Advanced search interface



Advanced search interface



Search: Results



Task breakdown

Access Espacenet

Retrieve patent documents based on

classification

Examine a specific patent document

Review legal status information



Search: Results



Question

Where was this patent application filed?



Record: Bibliographic data



Question

If a patent has been granted for an invention related to 

parking assist technologies in China, can it be enforced 

in Germany?

�No, unless an equivalent patent has been granted in 

Germany.

�Patents are territorial in nature.



Patent families

After filing an initial patent application, a patent applicant 

may file further applications while retaining the same 

priority date

Patent documents linked this way are members of a 

"patent family"

� Useful for retrieving equivalent patent documents filed in 

different countries



Record: Patent families



INPADOC patent family



INPADOC patent family

Patent applications filed in Germany3

3and through the European Patent Office



Task breakdown

Access Espacenet

Retrieve patent documents based on

classification

Examine a specific patent document

Review legal status information



INPADOC patent family

Patent applications filed in Germany3

3and through the European Patent Office



Record: Bibliographic data (DE)



INPADOC legal status (DE)



Record: Patent families



INPADOC patent family



INPADOC patent family



Record: Bibliographic data (EP)



European Patent Register (EP)



European Patent Register: Legal status



European Patent Register: Legal status



European Patent Register



European Patent Register: Documents



Tip!

Legal status data may not always be up-to-date.

� Always verify legal status data the responsible patent 

office before making critical decisions!



European Patent Register: Documents



Record: Patent family member



Record: Claims



Record: Claims



Translation



Translation



Claims tree



Claims tree



Scenario

The automobile manufacturer has found a reference to a 

patent in the documentation of a car sold in the United 

States and would like you to retrieve this patent and any 

related patents.

The patent number is 6,223,847.



Task breakdown

Retrieve a specific patent document

Retrieve closely related documents



Task breakdown

Retrieve a specific patent document

Retrieve closely related documents



Advanced search interface



Question

Is 6,223,847 an application number or a publication 

number?



Search: Smart search interface

6,223,847 � 6223847 (or US6223847)



Search: Results



Record



Record: Document



Task breakdown

Retrieve a specific patent document

Retrieve closely related documents



Citations

References can be made from one document to another 

document by:

applicants

examiners

third parties

� Useful for retrieving potentially relevant documents not 

retrieved directly through classification or keyword 

search



Record: Document

� Earlier related documents



Record: Cited documents



Record: Cited documents



Record: Cited documents

� Later related documents



Record: Citing documents



Citations

Cited

Cited Document

Citing

Citing

CitingCited



More about Espacenet

Operators

Collections and coverage



Interfaces: Smart search

� Basic or command line search



Operators

Boolean operators : AND, OR, NOT

Comparison operators

Range operator

Wildcard operators

? (zero or one characters)

# (one character exactly)

* (any number of characters)



Operators (Smart search only)

Proximity operators

term1 prox/distance<n term2

term1 prox/unit=sentence term2

term1 prox/unit=paragraph term2

Comparison operators

fieldcode all "term1 term2 term3 3"

fieldcode any "term1 term2 term3 3"



Operators (Smart search only)

Comparison operators (publication date)

pd >= year (greater or equal)

pd <= year (smaller or equal)

Range operator (publication date)

pd within "year1 year2"



Wildcard operators

Any number of characters : *

electr* � electric, electron, electronic 3

Zero or one characters (stackable) : ?

forge? � forge, forges, forget 3

car?? � car, cars, cart, carts 3 (not carpet)

One character exactly : #

ri# � rid, rip, rim 3

foc## � focus, focal 3

Can only be used at the end of a term



Collections and coverage

Currently, over 90 million patent documents

International patent applications (PCT) (full-text)

86 national collections (29 full-text)

Five regional collections (ARIPO, EAPO, EPO, GCC, 

OAPI) (full-text except GCC)
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